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FILTRATIONS

FILTERS

EYEPARTY
here i designd 221 drawings of glasses morphing
chose one by opening your mouth
switch to the back camera to sculpt in color and 3d
switch back to the face camera to look cool
:)))

begining of 2019 i started experiments with facefilters during one year i learned the new
Software Spark Ar and searched for the new Questions.
The new ilusion of perspective was one of the first Questions that intrested me, as much as
the new media form at all. through interactive animations there is no longer a end or beginning that tells the viewer to look. So the relation of the creative consumer changed into an
active part of the work, and maybe a creator can be more passiv ?
The Filter Eyeparty plays with both extrems on each camera, front or back...
to reveal the augmented reality layer
scan the QRcode of the work of intrest

FACEDANCE
Still from patch editor, visual coding in blocks, yogaface filter inside

Is a Filter on instagram that i made to free your face.
You have 5 diffrent dancestyles that you can change by opening your mouth.
In this Filter i wanted to reflect the strange relation we get because of glossy selfie face effects that we
integrated in our camera and anonymisiert our own face into a digital puppet version made for the spotlight.

PERSPECT
is a filter artwork where i started with looking at the history of linear perspective.
So i got inspired by an early church painting, i sculpted in Virtual Reality by hand, a own
version of the architecture.
In the middel where god is above everthing i just placed a big projection of the users face.
The complete 3dimensional work is hidden behind a wavy screen surface that only goes
away
if you are curious and tab the screen.
As soon you did this your eyeposition gets tracked and translated to the sculpture.
by distorting the object with the eyeposition variabels i could realize an illusion of depth.
The Software brings you an inbuild version for this in the opposite way, so my challange
was to write a script with a bit of math by myself. Mostly to understand the method by doing,
because most of the effects base on a prebuildet asset by the Software.

image still Johann Koenig with perspect filter

perspect filter at Johann Koenig Gallery

FACE YOGA
As the Coronapandemy starts to happen i found a new deeper consentration and i wanted to
use
this energy the build my coding understanding. So i searched for a challange.
As a Student of The Royal Ayademy i now feel fully how importent the studio and comunity
space the provide me. So i was thinking and looking at the museums account content.
Breathing session and calming down..
A Filter normaly contains one effect triggerd by one action, in this work i was useing the
patch editor to build a function that tracks all the face movements and through multiple exercises i wanted to make that more visible.
At the end you also find the Nr of Blinks and so on... to make it more clear!
at any point you can switch to the back camera where you find a 3d model of the Royal Academy of Arts. i Captured the Building in a hacking why from Googlemaps 3d View.

OHHMMM
Scan the Qr code with your iphone camera
or click the link on QR with a smart phone
tab to start the face zoga sessions,
1. look at the sun,
2. close your eyes for 9s,
3. do 10 eyebrow pushups,
4. open your mouth 11s

digital still from immersive augmented reality painting
@Royal Academy of Arts Courtyard
interactive public canvas in the instagram camera

HUMANOID

VIRTUAL BODY

Humanoid is a interactive 3d Model of a Human that tracks and imitates the movement of the viewer.
i wanted to create something tha plays with our digital addiction.
it also functions like a broken 3dimensional Mirror to visualize a new
kind of immersive reflection.

Humanoid was part of a group exhibition curated by Wilko Austermann.
“Die letzte Ausstellung in der Reihe Date me Digital widmet
sich dem digitalen Körper. Wie greifen die Künstler*innen mit
unterschiedlichen digitalen Techniken den Menschen auf? Was
unterscheidet diese Darstellung von unserem Abbild und unser-
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to view the video:

CLICK HERE

TRANCITY

London, 01.01.2020
Since i moved to london i started painting daily on my phone.
i take photos or screenshots randomly trough the day .
as i am in traffic i create on the go on my phone with my finger.
i collage, smudge, or distort the photos togheter as a visual diary.
i get my material also from social media or text messages i recive.
i integrate those graphic written show the date or music i was listing to.
or to actualy talk through my painting in a honest way that its done on a phone.
i create really fast and i only work as long as i am in traffic to limit the options.
that gives me freedom and lets me accept my constant visual output obsession.
then i curate my own work some are complet digital, others need rework.
rework means, i print them out on canvas and i use the digitalprint as a sketch.
the painting process then is really slow and trys to implement some soul.
throug sanding, or adding thick color to it i want to change the materiality of the work.
i multiply the works as unique versions, because i am intressted in updating a painting.
for me a work is never finish and i also always is, and every moment updates another.
at last i take the finished print and if it still needs another layer i add some AR to it.
so i create a 3d version of the painting and link it to a facefilter through an QR code
i see all parts as individual artworks, and it onlz finalizes in Augmented Reality.
This final Ar layer contains like blockchain alot of information about the digital
painting process and could function like artist made audio guide in a museum.
i wanna use new media as actual creating tool, in painting process.
so i found alot of new questions and one of the most interssting ones for me
is the new timebased 3d form of a facefilter that not has a end or start.
Scan the QRCode or

CLICK HERE
to find a video documentation
about my work process
by Menno Labruyére

:))) Pascal Sender

8likes
120x180ßcm
mixed media on printed canvas
plus Augemented Reality (QR CODE)
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exit
100x200cm
mixed media on printed canvas
Augmented reality in work
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wayout
90x240cm
mixed media on printed canvas

directions
100x200cm
mixed media on printed canvas
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hangon
150x200cm
mixed media on printed canvas
2021

detail of oil color on hangon

ridealong
150x200cm
mixed media on printed canvas

1prost
150x200cm
mixed media on printed canvas
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